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Page references followed by fig indicate an illustrated figure.

A
Aaron's Spelling List, 121fig
The ABCs of CBM: A Practical Guide to Curriculum-Based Measurement (Hosp, Hosp, & Howell), 240
Accommodation selection: fairness concept of, 75–76; issues and description of, 73–74, 81fig; negotiation process of, 74–76
Accommodations: analysis and recommendations on, 273, 276; compensatory strategies and, 71–73, 81fig; description of, 71; determination of amount of support, 72–73; examples of adjustments and, 81fig; legal requirements for, 76–82; selection of appropriate, 73–76; shared responsibility for, 80. See also Students
Adam's guided practice: handwriting and appearance, 285; imaginary story used for, 286fig; instructional programming, 287; organization and ideation, 287; spelling, 285; supplementary analyses, 287; usage, 285, 287; vocabulary, 287
Adam's Sequential, Expository Paragraph, 175fig
ADHA (Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder): impact on handwriting by, 85; Nico's Comment to His Teacher, 311, 312fig
Adriana's Second Spelling Test, 130fig
Adverbs (conjunctive), 173–174e
Affixes: definition of, 23; graphic organizers for, 167fig; instruction on, 166–168
Aimsweb: CBM products sold by, 240; Spelling Curriculum-Based Measurement, 227; story started organized by grade levels from, 232
Alexia's Trip Description, 20fig–21
Alexis's Story, 108fig
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland, 305
Alley, G. R., 146
Alphabetic principle, 16
Alternative pronunciation (spelling study), 133
Alvarez, M. C., 97
Amanda's Letter to Grandmother, 15fig
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), 79–80, 82
Analyzed writing samples: Brian, 253–258fig; Chantelle, 268–272; Emily, 259fig–261; Frankie, 249–253fig; Hannah, 246–249; Helen, 264–268; index of, 244; Jose, 244–246; Malika, 261fig–264; qualitative informal assessment using, 221; Tim, 273–276. See also Evaluating writing skills; Guided practice samples; Independent practice samples
Andrew: Draft of the Garden Teams, 318–319fig; independent practice by, 302; opinion response and class notes by, 302fig
Andy: example of writing by, 109fig; First Draft of Fairy Tale, 53fig–54fig
Angela's guided practice: Angela's book reports used for, 279fig–280fig; handwriting and appearance, 278; instructional programming, 281; organization and ideation, 278, 281; spelling, 278; supplementary analyses, 281; usage, 278; vocabulary, 278
Annmarie's Picnic Lunch, 117fig
Ann's Spelling Words Story, 3fig–4
Antonyms, 170
Apostrophe, 142
Appearance: HOW strategy for improving, 100–101; influencing grading, 98, 100; providing students with illustration of acceptable, 101. See also Handwriting
Appearance analysis: Brian, 254; Chantelle, 268; Frankie, 249; Helen, 264; Malika, 261–262
Appearance analysis recommendations: Brian, 256; Chantelle, 271; Frankie, 252; Helen, 266–267; Malika, 262
Appearance guided practice: Adam, 285; Angela, 278; Brad, 287–288; Darrell, 282; Maria, 293; Mayling, 281; Pascal, 288
Applebee, A. N., 72
Archer, A. L., 100
Argument (or persuasion) expository writing, 191
Arnold’s Story Using Compound Words, 307
Articulation: manner of consonants, 116–118; place of consonants, 116
Audience: awareness of, 38–39; expository writing instruction on the, 196–197; help students to think about their, 48–49
AUDIENCE strategy, 196–197
Austin’s Story About Little Dude, 184–185
Azumi’s First Draft Story, 43
Bader, M. S., 186
Barbe, W. B., 10, 222
Ben: homework of, 46; Stories About Fishing and Pizza, 59–60, 61
Bishop, J. P., 305
Blachman, B. A., 129
Blandford, B. J., 89
Blatt, B., 206
Bos, C. S., 147, 181
Bott, D. A., 216
Bound morphemes, 17
Boyce’s Apology Note, 317
Bradley’s Worksheet, 106
Brad’s guided practice: Brad’s Motorcycle Story used for, 287; handwriting and appearance, 287–288; instructional programming, 288; organization and ideation, 288; spelling, 288; supplementary analyses, 288; usage, 288; vocabulary, 288
Branching narratives, 184–186
Brandon’s Spelling Words, 130
Braun, L. A., 10, 222
Brian (analysis of writing): handwriting and appearance, 254; organization and ideation, 254, 256; spelling, 254; three journal entries used for, 255–256; usage, 254
Brian (recommended instruction): follow-up, 258; handwriting and appearance, 256; journal entry after implemented, 258; organization and ideation, 257–258; spelling, 256–257; usage, 257; vocabulary, 257
BrightEye Technology, 215
Brookes, P., 214
Brooke’s Paragraph on Tony G., 315
Caitlin’s Opinion Paper, 49
Capitalization: cloze procedure to understand, 143; sequence of instruction on, 142–143; usage rules of, 18
Carl: Book Report, 66–67; Sample Scored for CWS, 236; Sequential Paragraph, 30
Carla’s Writing Sample Scored for WSC and TLW, 235
Carnine, D., 4
Casey’s Descriptive Paragraph, 29
Cathie’s Retelling, 19
CATS strategy, 143
Cause and effect expository text: characteristics of, 191; connectiveness of, 177; paragraph frame sample for, 196
Cause-and-effect connectiveness, 177
CBM Warehouse, 240
CBMs (curriculum-based measurements): Aimsweb Spelling Curriculum-Based Measurement program for, 227; Carla’s Writing Sample Scored for WSC and TLW, 235; Carl’s Sample Scored for CWS, 236; CIWS (correct word sequences minus incorrect word sequences), 233; CLS (correct letter sequences), 229, 230–231, 233; CWS (correct writing sequences), 234–240, 242; description of, 103, 227; goal of, 217; Hayden’s Sample Scored for CLS, 241; Jason’s Sample Scored for TWW, TLW, WCS, and CWS, 242; monitoring student progress using, 5; Reshad’s and Sheila’s Responses to Story Starter Prompt, 237–238; resources for learning about, 240; for spelling, 227–231; TWW (total number of words written), 233, 234, 239–240, 242; total words written, 233–234, 238, 240, 242; for written expression, 231–240; WSC (words spelled correctly), 228–231, 233, 234, 238, 240, 242. See also Informal assessment
Chantelle (analysis of writing): descriptive paragraphs used for, 269–270; handwriting and appearance, 268; organization and ideation, 271; spelling, 268; usage, 268, 271; vocabulary, 271
Chantelle (recommended instruction): handwriting and appearance, 271; organization and ideation, 272; spelling, 271; usage, 271–272; vocabulary, 272
Character description: instruction on, 182; Shannon’s Story About the Queen as, 182, 184
Charlie: four assignments by, 298; imaginary story by, 299; independent practice of, 298, 299
Index

“Choose Your Own Adventure” genre, 184–185
Chronological expository paragraph frames, 194
CIWS (correct word sequences minus incorrect word sequences), 233
Clark, F. L., 146
Classification prewriting activity, 165
Cloze procedure: for capitalization rules review, 143; for cohesive ties, 175–176; for expanding sentences, 146; for morphology instruction, 168; for word knowledge expansion, 170–171
CLS (correct letter sequences), 229, 230
CIWS (correct word sequences minus incorrect word sequences), 233
CIWS (correct word sequences minus incorrect word sequences), 233
Cohen, B. L., 207
Cohen, S. B., 142
Coherence and cohesion: categories of cohesive ties, 174; cloze for cohesive ties, 175–176; conjunctions for, 172–174e; description of, 23–24, 171; descriptive paragraph examples of, 24fig, 25fig, 26fig; given-new strategy for, 177; Kerrigan’s method for connectives for, 176–177, 203; prepositions for, 172; pronoun referents for, 176; sentence-level cohesion, 172; text coherence, 171–172; transition device strategy for, 174–175; transitional and lexical ties for, 24, 26; word-level cohesion, 172
Cohesive ties: categories of, 174; cloze procedure for, 175–176
Collaborative writing assignments, 185–186
Colon, 142
Comma punctuation, 142
Commercial programs: Aimsweb Spelling
Curriculum-Based Measurement, 227; for improving handwriting, 103; for improving spelling skills, 150–152; for improving written expression, 213–215; for revision instruction, 213–215. See also Computer software programs; Technology
Communication: e-mail, instant messaging, text messaging, 315, 318fig; impact of thinking on quality of written, 307, 309–311; oral language, 305–307fig, 308fig; writer’s voice and student voice in, 67–69, 311–319fig
Compare-contrast expository text: characteristics of, 191fig; comparison-contrast organization strategy for, 201–202; paragraph frame sample for, 195fig
Compensatory strategies: description of, 71–72; determination of the amount of support, 72–73; examples of, 81fig. See also Accommodations
Complex sentences, 145–146
Compound sentences: Compound Sentence Expansion Chart, 144fig; description and formulas for, 145
Compound-complex sentences, 146
Computer software programs: grammar improvement, 148–150, 152; Language Circle/Project Read Written Expression Curriculum, 214–215; “Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing,” 87; Pencil Pete’s Educational Software and Worksheets, 103; Read & Write software (BrightEye Technology), 215; “Read, Write, and Type,” 87; spelling improvement, 133, 151–152; 30 Ideas for Teaching Writing, 215; Write Source series, 214; Write Traits, 214. See also Commercial programs; Technology
Computer word processors: AlphaSmart, 87–88; bypassing handwriting difficulties using, 87–88; poor handwriting accommodated by, 276
Conjunctions: coherence and cohesion using, 172–174; examples of common, 174e
Conjunctive adverbs, 173–174e
Consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) words: Making Words study approach using, 136; spelling list inclusion of, 122
Consonants: articulation of, 116–118; description of, 116; spelling study be segmentation of, 133–134; unvoiced and voiced, 117
Content, 49–50fig. See also Ideas
Cooper, A., 177
COPS monitoring strategy, 201
COPS strategy, 146
Copying: as handwriting instruction, 91; as handwriting readiness activity, 89
Correct letter sequences (CLS), 229, 230fig, 231fig
Correct word sequences minus incorrect word sequences (CIWS), 233
Correct writing sequences (CWS), 234–240, 242fig
Corrective strategy, 147
Counterproductive coping strategies: examples of, 2fig, 3fig, 4fig, 4fig; poor spelling and, 1–4; teaching training on helping students avoid, 2–3
Cover-write method, 132
Critical thinking: impact on quality of writing by, 307, 309–311; writing samples exhibiting, 309fig, 310fig
Cuing strategies, 165–166
Cunningham, J. W., 136
Cunningham, P. M., 136
Curriculum-based measurement. See CBMs (curriculum-based measurements)
Cursive writing: handwriting instruction for, 86; Hanover method for, 96; letter formation, 95
CWS (correct writing sequences), 234–240, 242fig

D

Daily timed writings, 97–98
Daniel’s Game Boy Story, 10fig
Dan’s Letter to Fourth-Grade Teacher, 50
Darrell’s guided practice: handwriting and appearance, 282; instructional programming, 285; organization and ideation, 285; social studies assignment used for, 283–284; spelling, 282, 285; supplementary analyses, 285; usage, 285; vocabulary, 285
Delia’s Essay on Seatbelts, 308–309
Denny’s Letter to Professor, 13
Deno, S. L., 227
Descriptive expository text: characteristics of, 190; paragraph frames sample for, 195
Deshler, D. D., 146
Deval’s Paragraph, 16
Developmental differences: description and impact of, 218; sentences written by first-grade students, 220; variation in spelling/writing at 7th-grade level, 221; Written Names of Kindergarten Students example of, 218, 219
Dictation spelling methods, 140
Digraph, 119
Diphthongs, 119
D’Nealian letter formation, 94
D’Nealian pencil grasp, 89
D’Nealian writing style, 86–87
Donavan’s Essay About Space, 205, 206
Don’s Advice to the President, 162
Doris’s Story About Her Trip to Mars, 46, 47
Doubling Rule (1-1-1 rule), 121–122
Drawing-handwriting transition, 83–84

E

E-mail communication, 315, 318
Edgar’s Responses to Questions, 109
Editing: definition of, 146; errors in syntax, 147–150; after revisions, 56; story grammar activities during, 187. See also Revisions
Editing strategies: computer grammar programs as, 148–150; COPS, 146; corrective, 147; proofreading checklist, 147, 151; SCOPE, 146–147; sentence errors, 148; spelling proofreading exercises, 147
Educators Publishing Service (EPS), 151, 152
Electronic communication, 315, 318
Elena’s Comment, 46, 47
Elina’s Paper, 306
Elkonin, D. B., 134
Elkonin spelling study procedure, 134, 135
Emily (analysis of writing): handwriting, 259–260; organization and ideation, 260; sequential paragraph used for, 259; spelling, 260; usage, 260
Emily (recommended instruction): handwriting, 260; ideation, 261; spelling, 260–261; usage, 261
Emily’s Description of Teachers, 23, 24
Emily’s Note to Her Sister, 110
Enumeration expository text: characteristics of, 190; paragraph frame sample for, 194
Equivalent connectives, 176–177
Erik’s Opinion Paper, 33
Ernie’s Edited Story, 44, 45
Errol’s Drawings of His Superheroes, 90
Error analysis. See Analyzed writing samples
Essays: comparison-contrast organization strategy for writing, 201–202; Delia’s Essay on Seatbelts, 308–309; Helen’s descriptive, 265–266; instruction on writing expository, 200–201; Jared’s Essay About His Home Life, 316
Nathan’s Essay, 310; Sabrina’s Essay, 314
subtopic idea level in, 202; TREE strategy for opinion, 202. See also Opinion essays
Ethan’s Attempts to Spell the Word Game, 114
Evaluating handwriting: Handwriting Evaluation Scale, 98, 99; informal assessment for, 101–103; self-evaluation strategy, 98, 100–101. See also Handwriting analysis
Evaluating writing skills: analyzed writing samples for, 221, 244–276; Azumi’s First Draft of Story for, 43; Cody’s Spelling Test used for, 42; Nick’s Paragraph used for, 41; writing knowledge, 40–41. See also Analyzed writing samples
Evaluation: informal assessment approach to, 217–227; “look-Plan-Practice” approach to, 103. See also Tests
Examination accommodations, 81
Exclamation point, 142
Expository paragraph frames: description of, 193; used for different types of writing, 194–195
Expository text structure: Carl’s Sequential Paragraph as, 30; Casey’s Descriptive Paragraph as, 29; description of, 29–30; Erik’s Opinion Paper as, 33; examples of different types of, 190–191; First Drafts of Opinion Essays by High School Students as, 189; instruction on, 188, 190–205; Marnie’s Compare-Contrast Paragraph as, 31; Sophia’s Opinion Paper as, 32; three levels of ideas in, 202
Expository text types: argument or persuasion, 191; chronological, 194; compare-contrast, 191, 195; descriptive, 190, 195; enumeration, 190, 194; problem-solution, 191, 195–196; sequential, 190, 194
Expository writing instruction: AUDIENCE strategy used for, 196–197; comparison-contrast organization strategy for, 201–202; COPS monitoring strategy for, 201; on essays, 200–201; expanding activities for, 188; graphic organizers
used for, 197–198; interviewing activities for, 188, 192; issues involved in, 188; K-W-L Plus strategy for, 192–193; K-W-L procedure strategy for, 192; Kerrigan’s method for, 202–205; oral histories activities for, 192; paragraph frames strategy for, 193, 194; paragraph-organization strategy for, 197; PLANS strategy for, 197; PLEASE strategy for, 193, 196; QAD (question-answer-detail) method strategy for, 193; questioning strategy used for, 192; SLOW CaPS strategy for, 193; Statement-Pie strategy for, 198; on subordinating ideas, 202; TOWER strategy for, 201; TREE strategy for, 202; WRITER strategy for, 201; on writing paragraphs, 200; writing wheels strategy for, 198, 199

Expression and Demonstration of Competence Strand of the Learning Strategies Curriculum (University of Kansas), 145

Extrinsic motivation, 64–65

F

Fairness concept, 75–76

Feedback: avoiding writing negative, 58–60; commenting on improvement, 54, 56; Marco’s Paper About His Science Class, 150; Peer Conference Checklist, 55; providing concrete suggestions for improvement, 51, 53; providing individualized, 51, 54, 54; providing meaningful and positive, 50–51, 55; providing opportunities for, 48; Teacher’s Comment on Zoya’s Paper, 91–92; teacher’s voice heard through, 311. See also Grading; Teachers

Feelings/emotional expressions: Andrew’s Draft of the Garden Teams, 318–319; Boyce’s Apology Note, 317; Brooke’s Paragraph on Tony G., 315; Janet’s Apology for Misbehaving, 317; Jared’s Essay About His Home Life, 316; Jesse’s Feelings About the Principal, 316; Jimmy’s Letter to His Friend, 313; Kayla’s Excuse for Missing Homework, 317; Peter’s Letter to His Teacher, 319; Sabrina’s Essay, 314; Tiffany’s Journal Note, 318

Felicia’s Writing, 115

Fernald, G., 93, 131

Fernald Method, 131–132

Fernald multisensory method, 93

Fifty journal topics, 158–159

Fiona’s Descriptive Paragraph, 19

First drafts: Five Students’ Descriptive Paragraphs, 209–211; Jenn’s First Draft Using Kerrigan’s Method, 204; J.P.’s Opinion Essay, 213; of Opinion Essays by High School Students, 189; story grammar used in, 186

Fischer, J., 71

FITTS strategy, 169

Five-step spelling study strategy, 138

504 Accommodation Plan (or IEP), 79–80

Font4Teachers, 103

Fowler, G., 1

Frankie (analysis of writing): assignments/journal entries used for, 250–251; Frankie’s writing one year later, 253; handwriting and appearance, 249; organization and ideation, 252; spelling, 249–251; usage, 251; vocabulary, 251

Frankie (recommended instruction): follow-up, 253; handwriting and appearance, 252; organization and ideation, 252–253; spelling, 252; usage, 252; vocabulary, 252

Frank’s Handwriting, 10

Free morphemes, 17

Freeman, F. N., 243

Freeman, S., 139

Friedlander, B., 8, 170

Friend, M., 157, 188

Fry, E. B., 123, 125

G

Gabe’s Letter to His Teacher, 214

Gage, G. T., 51

Gearheart, B. R., 12

Gearheart, C. J., 12

Gerber, A., 22

Get Well Notes from Fourth-Grade Students, 157

Getting It Right: Fresh Approaches to Teaching Grammar, Usage, and Correctness (software), 152

Getty-Dubay Italic Handwriting Series, 103

Gillingham, A., 93

Gillingham and Stillman multisensory method, 93

Giordano, G., 143

Given-new sentences, 177, 178

Glenn, C. G., 180

Goldstein, S., 116

Gould, B. W., 19

Grading: accommodations for, 81; appearance of assignments influencing, 98, 100–101; spelling tests, 128; 129. See also Feedback; Teachers

Graham, S., 8, 49, 92, 93, 94, 123, 124, 139, 170, 182, 197, 202, 205

Graham’s Story, 107

Grammar Rock (software), 152

Grammar software programs, 148–150, 152

Graphemes, 16–17

Graphic organizers: for affixes, 167; expository writing instruction using, 197–198; written improvement instruction using, 162–163
Gregg, N., 309
Guided practice samples: Adam, 285–287; Angela, 278–281; Brad, 287–288; Darrell, 282–285; description and function of, 276–277; index of, 277; Maria, 293, 294fig; Mayling, 281–282; Pascal, 288–292; Rachel, 277–278. See also Analyzed writing samples; Independent practice samples

G.U.M. Grammar, Usage, & Mechanics That Really Stick (software), 152

Hackney, C. S., 10, 222
Haley’s Giraffe Story, 118fig
Hanau, L., 198
Hand preference, 89
Handwriting: ADHD impact on, 85; avoid penalties for poor, 56–58fig; components of, 9–11; description and function of, 8–9; informal assessment of, 101–102, 101–103; by left-handed writers, 88; legible, 10; qualitative informal assessment of, 221–222fig; self-evaluation by students, 98–101; student posture relationship to, 89, 91; transition from drawing to, 83fig–84fig. See also Appearance; Letter formation
Handwriting analysis: Brian, 254; Chantelle, 268; Emily, 259–260; Frankie, 249; Hannah, 246; Helen, 264; Jose, 244; Malika, 261–262; Tim, 273. See also Evaluating handwriting
Handwriting analysis recommendations, 262; Brian, 262; Chantelle, 271; Emily, 260; Frankie, 252; Hannah, 248; Helen, 266–267; Jose, 244–245; Tim computer skill development as, 276. See also Handwriting instruction
Handwriting Evaluation Scale, 98, 99fig
Handwriting examples: Daniel’s Story About His Game Boy, 10fig; Dan’s Handwriting, 84fig; Errol’s Drawings of His Superheroes, 90fig; Frank’s, 10fig; Inessa’s Handwriting, 84fig; Jeremy’s, 12fig; Jill’s, 11fig; Jon’s Three-Minute Handwriting Sample, 222fig; Jorge’s Retelling of an Event, 87fig; Kindergarten Children Names, 7fig; Philip’s Journal Entry, 88fig; Tabbatha’s Handwriting (before and after), 85fig; Taylor’s Report, 9fig; Teacher’s Comment on Zoya’s Paper, 92fig; Winnona’s Drawings of Her Family, 83fig
Handwriting guided practice: Adam, 285; Angela, 278; Brad, 287–288; Darrell, 282; Maria, 293; Mayling, 281; Pascal, 288; Rachel, 277
Handwriting instruction: commercial programs used for, 103; copying, 91; determining hand preference, 89; general principles of, 84–86; left-handed students and, 88; letter formation, 91–97; paper positioning, 91; pencil grasp, 89; readiness activities for, 88–89; spatial organization, 91; on student posture and, 89, 91; word processing role in, 87–88; writing speed and, 97–98; on writing styles, 86–87. See also Handwriting analysis recommendations

Handwriting without Tears, 103
Hannah (analysis of writing): handwriting, 246; organization and ideation, 247; spelling, 247; two letters used for, 247fig–248fig; usage, 247; vocabulary, 247
Hannah (recommended instruction): Handwriting, 248; organization and ideation, 249; spelling, 248–249; usage, 249
Hanover cursive writing method, 96
Hanover, S., 96
Harris, K. R., 8, 49, 123, 124, 170, 182, 197, 202
Hayden’s Sample Scored for CLS, 241fig
Hefîna’s Beginning of Story, 28fig–29
Helen (analysis of writing): descriptive essay used for, 265fig–266fig; handwriting and appearance, 264; organization and ideation, 266; spelling, 264; usage, 264; vocabulary, 264
Helen (recommended instruction): handwriting and appearance, 266–267; organization and ideation, 267–268; spelling, 267; usage, 267; vocabulary, 267

Herman Method (software), 151
High-frequency spelling list, 123
Homophones, 17, 19fig, 225
Hope’s Compare-Contrast Essay, 154, 155fig
Hosp, J. L., 240
Hosp, M. K., 240
How Difficult Can This Be? (video), 75–76
HOW strategy, 100–101
Howell, K. W., 240

Huckleberry Finn questions, 161–162fig
Hyphen, 142

I
Ian’s Paragraph, 49fig
Idea generation: providing opportunities for, 48; single wheel for developing main idea, 200fig

IDEA (Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act) [2004]: accommodation eligibility under, 76–78, 80, 82; comprehensive writing standards of, 227; IEP or 504 Accommodation Plan under the, 79–80; Section 504 of, 78, 79–80, 82; SLD (specific learning disability) criteria under, 76–77
Ideas: instruction on subordinating, 202; main, 200fig, 202; place emphasis on expression of, 49–50fig; providing opportunities for generation
Index

of, 48; three levels of expository writing, 202;
writing wheels strategy to organize, 198, 199fig, 200fig. See also Content
Ideation analysis: Brian, 254, 256; Chantelle, 271;
Emily, 260; Hannah, 247; Helen, 266; Joe, 245;
Malika, 262; Tim, 273
Ideation analysis recommendations: Brian,
257–258; Chantelle, 272; Emily, 261; Hannah,
249; Helen, 267–268; Joe, 246; Malika, 263–264;
Tim, 276
Ideation guided practice: Adam, 287; Angela, 278,
281; Brad, 288; Darrell, 285; Maria, 293; Mayling,
282; Pascal, 292; Rachel, 278
Identity connectives, 176
IEP (or 504 Accommodation Plan), 79–80
Improving written expression. See Written
expression instruction
Independent practice samples: Andrew, 302fig;
Charlie (4th grade), 298fig; Charlie (6th grade),
299fig; description and function of, 295; index of,
295; Karen, 301fig; Omar, 296fig–297fig; Shanika,
300fig. See also Analyzed writing samples;
Guided practice samples
Individualized feedback, 51, 54, 55fig
Informal assessment: description of, 217–218;
developmental differences considered in, 218;
qualitative analysis of, 218–222; of spelling skills,
222–225; Writing Evaluation Scale for, 225,
226fig; of written expression, 225–227. See also
Curriculum-based measurements (CBMs)
Inspiration Software, 215
Instant messaging, 315, 318
Instructional programming guided practice: Adam,
287; Angela, 281; Brad, 288; Darrell, 285; Maria,
293; Mayling, 282; Pascal, 292; Rachel, 278
Instructional range (or level), 38
Instructional scaffolding: description of: 72–73; text
structure, 186–187; writing improvement, 186–187.
See also Writing instruction
Interventions: accommodations as, 71–82;
compensatory strategies as, 71–73; RTI
(Response to Intervention), 77, 217
Interviewing activity, 188, 191
Intrinsic motivation, 64–65
Invented spelling, 106–107fig
Isaacson, S. L., 33
Israel, L., 165
Ivan’s First Draft of Paragraph, 66, 67fig
James, S., 19
Janet’s Apology for Misbehaving, 317fig
Jared’s Essay About His Home Life, 316fig
Jason: Sample Scored for TWW, TLW, WCS, and
CWS, 244fig; Writing Response to Story Starter
Prompt, 239fig–240
Javier’s Descriptive Passage, 14fig
Jay’s Note, 75fig
Jed’s Paper, 59fig
Jennifer’s Poem About the Moon, 310fig
Jenn’s First Draft Using Kerrigan’s Method, 204fig
Jensen, J., 193
Jeremy’s Handwriting, 12fig
Jermaine’s Paragraph, 68fig
Jesse’s Sentence, 78
Jesse’s Paragraph: in April, 77–78fig; in
January, 77fig
Jill’s Handwriting, 11fig
Jimmy’s Letter to His Friend, 313fig
Joe’s Paper, 69fig
Johnston, D. D., 168
Johnson, D. J., 74
Jon’s Three-Minute Handwriting Sample, 222fig
Jorge’s Retelling of an Event, 87fig
Jose (analysis of writing): handwriting, 244;
journal entries used for, 245fig; organization
and ideation, 245; spelling, 244; usage, 244–245;
Jovian’s Journal Entries, 115fig
Joseph’s Journal Entries, 115fig
Joshua’s paragraph, 20fig
Journal entries: Brian’s, 255fig–256fig; Brian’s
after instruction, 258fig; fifty topics for, 158–159;
Frankie’s, 250fig, 251fig; Joseph’s, 115fig; Jose’s,
245fig; Karen’s, 301fig; Katy’s, 306fig; Kevin’s,
122fig; Maria’s, 69fig, 294fig; Mayling’s, 281fig;
Melinda’s, 59, 60fig; Philip’s, 88fig; Tiffany’s
Journal Note, 318fig
June’s Writing, 110fig
Jurie’s Spelling Probe Scored for Correct Letter
Sequences (CLS), 230fig

K

K-W-L Plus, 191–192
K-W-L procedure, 192
Kame’enui, E. J., 179
Karen: independent practice of, 301; journal entry
and descriptive paragraph by, 301fig
Kayla’s Excuse for Missing Homework, 317fig
Keisha’s Paragraph, 52fig

J

Jack’s Questions on Huckleberry Finn, 161–162fig
Jackson, A., 105
Jaffe, L. E., 184

8/14/09   1:12:03 AM
8/14/09   1:12:03 AM
Kerchner, L. B., 35
Kerrigan, W. J., 176, 202
Kerrigan's method: for connectives, 176–177, 203;
Donavan's Essay About Space use of, 205, 206fig;
for expository writing organization, 202–205;
Jenn's First Draft Using, 204fig
Kevin's Comments in His Journal, 122fig
Kidspiration (software), 215
Kindergarten children's written names, 7fig
Kipling, R., 177
Kirsten's Passage, 112fig
Kistinger, B. J., 35
Krista's Story About Being Late for Lunch, 78, 79fig
Langer, J. A., 72
Language: differences between written and spoken,
36e; difficulties with oral, 305–306
Language! A Comprehensive Literacy Curriculum
/software/, 151
Language Circle/Project Read Written Expression
Curriculum (software), 214–215
Language experience approach (LEA), 179–180
Language! (software), 151
Laurie's Paragraph, 19fig
Lavoie, R., 75
LEA (language experience approach), 179–180
Learning disabilities (LD) services:
accommodations, 71–82; compensatory strategies,
71–73; IDEA 2004 on eligibility for, 76–80
Left-handed writers, 88
Legible handwriting, 10
Legislation: Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA),
79–80, 82; IDEA (2004), 76–80, 82, 227; No Child
Left Behind (NCLB), 227
Letter formation: D'Nealian approach to, 94; dotted
representations for, 94; Fernald multisensory
method of, 93; Gillingham and Stillman
multisensory method of, 93; Hanover cursive
writing method for, 96; instructional issues for,
91–92fig; instructional sequence for manuscript/cursive, 95;
Pencil Pete's Educational Software
and Worksheets for, 103; reversal, 96–97; self-guided symbol formation strategy, 92–93; self-instructional procedures for, 94–95; standard
procedure for, 92; VAKT multisensory approach
to, 93. See also Handwriting
Lexical ties, 24, 26
Lickteig, J., 217
Lloyd, J. W., 98
Long (or tense) vowels, 119
Loynachan, C., 123, 124
Luca's Picture of an Alien, 109fig
Luke's Horror Story, 27fig–28fig
Lynne's Problem for Her Story, 180fig
M
MacArthur, C. A., 205
Madan, A. J., 92
Madison's Thoughts About Dinosaurs, 16fig
Main idea: expository writing idea level of, 202;
singlewheel for developing, 200fig. See also Topic
statement
Making Words activity, 136
Malika (analysis of writing): handwriting and
appearance, 261–262; opinion essays used for,
261fig; organization and ideation, 262; spelling,
262; usage, 262; vocabulary, 262
Malika (recommended instruction): handwriting
and appearance, 262; organization and ideation,
263–264; spelling, 262–263; usage, 263;
vocabulary, 263
Maniet, P., 74
Manu-cursive writing style, 86–87fig
Manuscript letter formation, 95
Manuscript writing style, 86
Mapping, 162–163
Marco: Paper About His Science Class,
148fig–149fig, 150fig; Word Problems, 65, 66fig
Marge's Descriptive Passage, 14fig
Maria: Journal Entries, 294fig; Journal Notes, 69fig;
Spelling Probe, 232fig
Maria's guided practice: handwriting and
appearance, 293; ideation, 293; instructional
programming, 293; Maria's Journal Entries used
for, 294fig; spelling, 293; supplementary analyses,
293; usage, 293; vocabulary, 293
Marice's Grammar Assignment, 58fig
Mark's Paragraph, 112fig
Marnie's Compare-Contrast Paragraph, 31fig
Mason, L. H., 8, 170
Mather, N., 2, 116, 184
Matthew's Flow List, 126fig
“Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing” (software), 87
Mayling's guided practice: handwriting and
appearance, 281; instructional programming, 282;
orGANIZATION AND IDEATION, 282; spelling, 281–282;
supplementary analyses, 283; two journal entries
used for, 283fig; usage, 282
McCoy, K. M., 123
McGrew, K., 2
McMenemy, R. A., 303
McTighe, J., 217
Melinda's Journal Entries, 59, 60fig
Melissa: Paragraph About Spelling, 140fig;
Sentence About Spelling, 305fig
Metacognition: definition of, 153; example of poor self-monitoring, 154, 155; principles of strategy instruction on, 154–156; written expression and awareness of, 154
Metalinguistics: definition of, 153; written expression and awareness of, 154
Michael’s Joke, 101
Mikalah: Description of Her Cat, 161; Mikalah’s Web, 161
Mike’s Fact and Opinion Sentences, 60, 62–63
Miller, L., 93
Milne, A. A., 91, 105
Mind and Society (Vygotsky), 37
Moats, L. C., 116, 119
The Mom is Thin story (Greg), 2
Morphemes, 17, 18
Morphology: definition and example of, 17, 18; informal assessment of student understanding, 225; sentence structure role of, 20; spelling and understanding of, 110, 140; as spelling performance factor, 114; vocabulary and, 22–23; vocabulary instruction on, 166–168
Morphology instruction: cloze procedure for, 168; prefixes, suffixes, and roots, 166–168; structural analysis maps for, 166, 167
Motivation of students, 64–65
Moulton, J. R., 186
Multisyllabic words: spelling chart for, 137, 138; spelling study using, 137
Myrna’s Descriptive Paragraph, 25
N
Nalan’s Spellings, 113
Natasha’s Note, 117
Nathan’s Essay, 310
National Center on Student Progress Monitoring, 240
National Writing Project, 215
Nichols, J. N., 193
Nick’s Paragraph, 41, 43
Nico’s Comment to His Teacher, 311, 312
No Child Left Behind (NCLB), 227
Nolan, S., 146
Note taking accommodations, 81
Notes from Maria’s Journal, 69
Noun Hounds and Other Great Grammar Games (software), 152
Observation: improving written expression using, 157–158; as qualitative informal assessment, 218, 221
O’Connor, R., 217
Ogle, D. M., 192
Oliva’s Descriptive Paragraph, 26
Omar: description of a field trip by, 296–297; independent practice of, 296
Opinion essays: Andrew’s Class Notes and, 302; First Draft of J.P.’s, 213; First Drafts of High School Students, 189; Malika, 261. See also Essays
Opposite connectives, 176
Oral histories, 192
Oral language: differences between written and, 36; difficulties with expressing, 306; students with language impairments and, 306; students with learning disabilities and, 305–306
Oral spelling drills, 133
Organization analysis: Brian, 254, 256; Chantelle, 271; Emily, 260; Hannah, 247; Helen, 266; Jose, 245; Malika, 262; Tim, 273
Organization analysis recommendations: Brian, 257–258; Chantelle, 272; Emily, 261; Hannah, 249; Helen, 267–268; Jose, 245; Malika, 263–264; Tim, 276
Organization guided practice: Adam, 287; Angela, 278, 281; Brad, 288; Darrell, 285; Mayling, 282; Pascal, 292; Rachel, 278
Orthography: definition of, 16–17; informal assessment of student understanding, 225; spelling and understanding of, 110; as spelling performance factor, 113–114
Orton-Gillingham approach, 151
Otto, W., 303
Paper positioning-handwriting, 91
Paragraphs: frames for expository, 193, 194; instruction for writing expository, 200; major details idea level in, 202; paragraph-organization strategy for expository, 197
Pascal’s guided practice: handwriting and appearance, 288; instructional programming, 292; organization and ideation, 292; Pascal’s Story for English Class used for, 289–292; spelling, 288–289; supplementary analyses, 292; usage, 289; vocabulary, 292
Pearson Education, Inc., 240
Pearson, P. D., 168
Peer support: accommodations related to, 81fig; Peer Conference Checklist, 55fig

Pencil grasp, 89

Pencil Pete's Educational Software and Worksheets, 103

Period punctuation, 142

Personalized spelling dictionaries, 128–129

Peter's Letter to His Teacher, 319fig

Philip's Journal Entry, 88fig

Phonemes, 16, 116, 121

Phonics Check-Off Chart, 222, 223fig–224fig, 225

Phonological awareness: description of, 133–134; informal assessment of student's, 225

Phonology: description of, 16; as spelling performance factor, 111–113

The Pigman, 30

PLANS strategy, 197

Plaskon, S. P., 142

PLEASE strategy, 193, 196

Poems: Jennifer's Poem About the Moon, 310fig; Ramon's Haiku, 309fig

Police story (Spence), 2fig

Portland State University, 103

Posture-handwriting relationship, 89, 91

Powerful Writing Strategies for All Students (Brookes), 214

Prefixes: definition of, 23; graphic organizers for, 167fig; instruction on, 166–168

Prehm, H. J., 123

Prepositions: coherence and cohesion using, 172; common and compound, 173e

Prewriting activities: classification, 165; providing ample time on, 46–48; story grammar, 186

Private speech (self-talk), 37

Problem and solution expository test: characteristics of, 191fig; paragraph frame sample for, 195fig

Project Road (software), 151

Pronoun referents, 176

Proofreading checklist, 147, 151fig

Psycholinguistics: awareness of audience, 38–39; private speech, 37; Vygotskian theory of, 37–39; zone of proximal development, 37–39

Punctuation: sequence of instruction on, 141–142; usage rules of, 18

R

Rachel's guided practice: handwriting, 277; instructional programming, 278; organization and ideation, 278; Rachel's reaction to a short and short story, 277fig; spelling, 277; supplementary analyses, 278; usage, 277; vocabulary, 278

Ramon's Haiku, 309fig

Read & Write software, 215

Read, C., 116

"Read, Write, and Type" (software), 87

Rebecca's Paragraph, 22fig

Reshad's Response to Story Starter Prompt, 237fig–238

Revision conferences: Bart's experience with, 209fig, 211; Craig's experience with, 210fig, 212; description and procedures used for, 208, 211; Ethan's experience with, 211fig, 212–213; First Draft of J.P.'s Opinion Essay, 213fig; First Drafts of Five Students' Descriptive Paragraphs used in, 209fig–211fig; Jeremy's experience with, 210fig, 212; Pearl's experience with, 209fig, 212

Revision instruction: issues to consider during, 205; Kerrigan method used for Donavan's Essay About Space, 205, 206fig; revision conferences used for, 208–213; step-by-step revision and editing strategy for, 207–208; student editor strategy for, 205, 207; TAPS strategy for, 205; technology and commercial programs used in, 213–215

Revisions: definition of, 146; focus on editing papers after, 56; instruction on how to conduct, 205–213; providing opportunities for, 48; story grammar activities during, 187. See also Editing

Rhyming strategy, 137, 139

Richardo's Spelling Probe Scored for Correct Letter Sequences (CLS), 231fig

Robbie's Initial Draft, 46, 47fig

Robert's Spelling Words, 131fig

Rooney, K. J., 198

Roots: graphic organizers for, 167fig; instruction on, 166–168

Rosa's Story with Her Spelling Words, 307fig

RTI (Response to Intervention), 77, 217

S

Sabrina's Essay, 314fig

Scaffolding activities: description of instructional, 72–73; text structure instruction, 186–187; writing improvement instruction using, 186–187

Schlegel, M., 181

Schoolhouse Rock! series (software), 152

Schools: accommodations provided by, 71–82;
responsibility for accommodations shared by, 80.  
See also Teachers
Schumaker, J. B., 145, 146, 193, 201
Schwa, 119
Schwartz, S. S., 205
SCOPE strategy, 146–147
Scribbling activity, 89
Section 504 (IDEA 2004), 78, 79–80, 82
Segmentation, 133–134
Self-evaluating handwriting, 98–101
Self-guided symbol formation, 92–93
Self-instructional letter formation, 94–95
Self-monitoring: COPS strategy for, 201; example
of poor metacognition, 154, 155; increasing
students’ abilities for, 156–157
Self-questioning: as expository writing strategy,
192; metacognitive and metalinguistic awareness
using, 154; as spelling strategy, 139–140
Self-Regulated Strategy Development (SRSD):
instructional application of, 169–170; Powerful
Writing Strategies for All Students use of, 214
Self-talk (private speech), 37
Semantic feature analysis, 168–169
Semantics (vocabulary knowledge): description of,
17; homophones, 17, 19; informal assessment
of student understanding, 225; as spelling
performance factor, 114–116
Sentence expansion charts: compound, 144
Sentence guides, 143–144
Sentence structure: examples of, 20–21;
morphology role in, 20; syntax role in, 18–20
Sentence Writing Strategy: description and
application of, 145–146; FAN BOYS mnemonic of,
173
Sentence-combining strategies, 145
Sentence-level cohesion, 172
Sentences: complex, 145–146; compound, 145;
compound-complex, 146; editing syntax errors in,
148; given-new, 177, 178; written by first-grade
students, 220
Sequential expository text: characteristics of,
190; paragraph frame sample for, 194
Shanika: independent practice of, 300; paragraph
written by, 300
Shannon’s Story About The Queen, 182, 184
Shared writing assignments, 185–186
Sheila’s Responses to Story Starter Prompt,
237–238
Sheldon, J., 145, 193, 201
Short (or lax) vowels, 119
Silbert, J., 179
Silent -e Rule, 122
Simple Sentence Expansion Chart, 144
SLD (specific learning disability), 76–77
Slingerland Multisensory Approach (software), 151
SLOW CaPS strategy, 193
Software. See Computer software programs
Sophia’s Opinion Paper, 32
Sopris West, 151
Sound-letter sequencing, 134, 136
Sound-symbol correspondence: digraph, 119;
diphthongs, 119; long and short vowels, 119;
phonemes, 16, 116, 121; schwa, 119; spelling and
limited, 108; spelling and major sounds, 108–109;
spelling and most sounds, 110
Spatial organization-handwriting relationship, 91
Speech sounds: alphabetic principle of, 16;
consonants, 116; manner of articulation, 116–118;
orthography correspondence between letters
and, 16–17, 113–114; phonemes, 16, 116, 121;
place of articulation, 116; spelling and sound-
symbol correspondence, 108–110; as spelling
performance factor, 116; vowels, 118–119
Spell checkers, 140
Spelling. See Spelling examples
Spreling, M., 141
Spelling analysis: Brian, 254; Chantelle, 268; Emily,
260; Frankie, 249–251; Hannah, 247; Helen, 264;
Jose, 244; Malika, 262; Tim, 273
Spelling analysis recommendations: Brian, 256–
257; Chantelle, 271; Emily, 260–261; Frankie,
252; Hannah, 248–249; Helen, 267; Jose, 246;
Malika, 262–263; Tim, 276. See also Spelling
instruction
Spelling books, 122
Spelling CBM probes: correct letter sequences
(CLS), 229, 230; scoring, 229–231;
words spelled correctly (WSC), 228–230, 233
Spelling chart, 137, 138
Spelling components: morphology, 17, 18; 20,
110, 114, 140, 166–168, 225; orthography, 16–17,
110, 113–114, 225; overview of, 15–16; phonology,
16, 111–113, 133–134, 225; semantics, 17, 19;
114–116, 168–169, 225
Spelling development phases: correct spelling,
110–111; description of, 107; sound-symbol
correspondence, 108, 110; sounds representing
sounds, 108–109; visual patterns, 110
Spelling examples: Alexis’s Story, 108; Amanda’s
Letter to Her Grandmother, 15; Andy’s
Writing, 109; Anmarie’s Picnic Lunch, 117; Bradley’s Worksheet, 106;
Denny’s Letter to His Professor, 13; Deval’s Paragraph,
16; Edgar’s Responses to Questions, 109;
Emily’s Note to Her Sister, 110; Ernie’s Edited
Spelling instruction: basic spelling rules, 121–122; Spelling guided practice: Adam, 285; Angela, 278; Spelling Flow Lists, 123, 126; Spelling skills: Cody's Spelling Test to Evaluate, 42; Spelling word study: with auditory emphasis, 133–137; Brandon's Spelling Words, 130; Spelling word study (auditory emphasis): adapted Elkonin procedure, 134, 135; Spelling word study (visual emphasis): alternative pronunciation, 133; Spelling word study strategies: dictation spelling methods, 140; Spelling word study: with auditory emphasis, 118–119; SPOT mnemonic, 180, 181; Spelling word study strategies: dictation spelling methods, 140; Spelling word study (visual emphasis): alternative pronunciation, 133; computer software programs used for, 133; cover-write method, 132; Fernald Method, 131–132; oral spelling, 133

Spellography (software), 151

Spelling analysis recommendations; Writing instruction

Spelling lists: Aaron's Spelling List, 121; Spelling lists used in, 121; spelling books used in, 122; spelling lists used in, 121; “300 Instant Words,” 123, 125


Spelling proofreading exercises, 147

Spelling skills: Cody's Spelling Test to Evaluate, 42; commercial programs for improving, 150–152; communication affected by, 14–15; curriculum-based measurements (CBMs) of, 227–231; development phases in building, 107–111; factors affecting performance of, 111–118; importance of building, 105–106; informal assessment of, 222–225; Phonics Check-Off Chart assessing, 222, 223–224; vowel sounds and, 118–119; word choice/writing facility impact of, 1–4; See also Spelling

Spelling tests: Adriana's Second Spelling Test, 130; Cody's Spelling Test, 42; grading, 129; Joey's Spelling Test, 44; Suri's Spelling Test, 63; See also Tests

Spelling Through Morphographs (software), 152


Story grammar: description and function of, 26–27, 178; instruction on, 178–186; software programs for, 148–150, 152

Story grammar instruction: on branching narratives, 184–185; on character description, 182, 184; how to begin, 178–179; LEA (language experience approach) used for, 179–180; on organization strategy, 180; scaffolding activities for, 186–187; shared writing strategy for, 185–186; SPOT mnemonic strategy for, 180, 181; STORE the Story strategy for, 180–182, 183; on story grammar elements, 180; story maps used for, 179; W-W-W, What = 2, How = 2 strategy for, 182

Story schema, 26

Story starter probes: description of, 232–233; Jason's response to, 239–240; Reshad's and Sheila's responses to, 237–238

Story Starters: Card Decks, 232

Index
Structural analysis maps, 166, 167–fig
Student guided practice: Adam, 285–287; Angela, 278–281; Brad, 287–288; Darrell, 282–285; description and function of, 276–277; index of, 277; Maria, 293; Mayling, 281–282; Pascal, 288–292; Rachel, 277–278
Student independent practice: Andrew, 302–fig; Charlie (4th grade), 298–fig; Charlie (6th grade), 299–fig; description and function of, 295; index of, 295; Janet’s Apology for Misbehaving, 317–fig; Karen, 301–fig; Omar, 296–297–fig; Shanika, 300–fig
Student success: meaningful and positive feedback for, 50–51, 52–fig, 311–312; tips on ensuring, 65, 68–fig
Student voice: acknowledging, 67–69; Andrew’s Draft of the Garden Teams, 318–319–fig; beliefs and feelings expressed through, 312–315; Boyce’s Apology Note, 317–fig; Brooke’s Paragraph on Tony G., 315–fig; Janet’s Apology for Misbehaving, 317–fig; Jared’s Essay About His Home Life, 316–fig; Jermaine’s Paragraph example of, 68–fig; Jesse’s Feelings About the Principal, 316–fig; Jimmy’s Letter to His Friend, 313–fig; Kayla’s Excuse for Missing Homework, 317–fig; Peter’s Letter to His Teacher, 319–fig; Sabrina’s Essay, 314–fig; Tiffany’s Journal Note, 318–fig. See also Writer’s voice
Student writing analysis: Brian, 253–258–fig; Chantelle, 268–272; Emily, 259–fig–261; Frankie, 249–253–fig; Hannah, 246–249; Helen, 264–268; index of, 244; Jose, 244–246; Malika, 261–fig–264; Tim, 273–276
Students: challenges with homophones for, 17, 19–fig; determining writing skills level of, 39–43–fig; developing positive attitudes toward writing, 64; developmental differences in, 218, 219–fig–221–fig; ensuring capability to perform task, 43–44–fig, 45–fig; extrinsic and intrinsic motivators of, 64–65; guided practice samples for, 276–293; hand preference of, 89; IDEA (2004) criteria on eligibility of, 76–80; responsibility for accommodations shared by, 80; revision conferences held with, 208–213; spelling problems of, 13–14; spelling word study by, 129–140; stages of written expression strategy instruction for, 156e. See also Accommodations
Suffixes: definition of, 23; graphic organizers for, 167–fig; instruction on, 166–168
Supplementary analyses guided practice: Adam, 287; Angela, 281; Brad, 288; Darrell, 285; Maria, 293; Mayling, 282; Pascal, 292; Rachel, 278
Suri’s Spelling Test, 63–fig
Syllables: Making Words activity with, 137; spelling study using multisyllabic words, 137
Synonym cloze, 170–171
Synonyms, 170
Syntax: CATS strategy for, 143; cloze procedure to expand sentences and, 146; description of, 18–19, 142; editing errors in, 147–150; electronic communication as lacking, 318; informal assessment of student’s use of, 225, 227; sentence combining and, 145; sentence construction and, 144–145; sentence expansion charts for, 144–fig; sentence guides for constructing, 143–144; Sentence Writing Strategy for, 145–146; usage rules governing, 19–20

T

Tabbatha’s Handwriting, 85–fig
Tacing activity, 89
Taking notes accommodations, 81–fig
Tangel, D. M., 129
TAPS strategy, 205
Tarver, S. G., 179
Taylor’s Report Handwriting, 9–fig
Teachers: handwriting modeled by, 85; increasing proficiency of writing, 4–5; informal assessment of handwriting by, 101–103; lack of writing development training for, 2–4. See also Feedback; Grading; Schools
Teacher’s Comment on Zoya’s Paper, 92–fig
Teacher’s Comments on Students’ Papers, 312–fig
Teaching & Learning Company, 232
Technology: accommodations related to, 81–fig; electronic communication and, 315, 318–fig; spell checkers, 140; for writing and revising writing, 213. See also Commercial programs; Computer software programs
Tests: CBM spelling probes, 227–231–fig, 232–fig–233–fig; Woodcock-Johnson III Writing Samples test, 2. See also Evaluation; Spelling tests
Text messaging, 315, 318
Text structure: cohesion and coherence of, 23–26–fig; description of, 23; expository, 29–fig–30–fig, 31–fig; instruction on, 171–205; narrative, 26–29
Text structure instruction: basic principles for, 171; on coherence and cohesion, 171–177; on narrative or story grammar, 177–186; scaffolding activities for, 186–187
Thadeaus’s Attempt to Write a Story, 178–fig
Theoretical perspectives: complexity of writing, 36–37; differences between spoken and written language, 36e
Index

Thinking: impact on quality of writing by, 307, 309–311; writing samples exhibiting, 309, 310–311

30 Ideas for Teaching Writing (software), 215

“300 Instant Words” spelling list, 123, 125

Thurber, D. N., 86, 94

Tiffany’s Journal Note, 318

Tim (analysis of writing): handwriting, 273; letters used for, 274–275; organization and ideation, 273; spelling, 273; usage, 273

Tim (recommended instruction): accommodations, 273, 276; computer use, 276; organization and ideation, 276; spelling, 276; usage, 276

Timed writings, 97–98

TLW (total number of letters written), 233, 234, 239–240

Toby’s Story, 108

Tompkins, G. E., 157, 188

Tom’s Summary of Trip, 21

Topic statement, 198. See also Main idea

Total number of letters written (TLW), 233, 234, 239–240

Total words written (TWW), 233–234, 238, 240, 242

TOWER strategy, 201

Transition device strategy, 174–175

Transitional ties, 24, 26

TREE strategy, 202

Twain, M., 163

Twenty-five story endings, 160–162

Twenty-five story starters, 159–160

TWW (total words written), 233–234, 238, 240, 242

V

VAKT multisensory approach, 93

Vaughn, S., 147

Visual Illustration, 101, 102

Vocabulary: benefits of expanded, 163–164; breadth and depth of word knowledge and, 23; effective writing and role of, 21; morpholgy and, 22–23; semantics of, 17; Tom’s Summary of Trip use of, 21; word retrieval and, 21–22

Vocabulary analysis: Chantelle, 271; Frankie, 251; Hannah, 247; Helen, 264; Jose, 245; Malika, 262

Vocabulary analysis recommendations: Brian, 257; Chantelle, 272; Frankie, 252; Helen, 267; Jose, 245; Malika, 263

Vocabulary guided practice: Adam, 287; Angela, 278; Brad, 288; Darrell, 285; Maria, 293; Pascal, 292; Rachel, 278

Vocabulary instruction: classification, 165; cuing strategies, 165–166; morphology, 166–168; principles of, 164–165; word knowledge, 168–171; word retrieval, 165

Vowels: consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) words, 122; sounds and types of, 118–119

Vygotsky, L. S.: on handwriting development, 83; on language as reflecting human consciousness, 35; on mastery of written language, 7; on language as key to consciousness, 318; on zone of proximal development, 37–38, 72

W

W-W-W, What = 2, How = 2 strategy, 182

Wall, W. R., 158

Wallace, G. W., 198

Warner, M. M., 146

Wasylyk, T. M., 10, 222

Websites: Aimsweb, 232, 240; BrightEye Technology, 215; CBM Warehouse, 240; Educators Publishing Service (EPS), 151, 152; Fonts4Teachers, 103; Getting It Right: Fresh Approaches to Teaching Grammar, Usage, and Correctness, 152; Getty-Dubay Italic Handwriting Series, 103; grammar improvement programs, 152; Grammar Rock, 152; G.U.M. Grammar, Usage, & Mechanics That Really Stick, 152; Handwriting without Tears, 103; Herman Method, 151; Inspiration Software, 215; Kidspiration, 215; Language!, 151; Language! A Comprehensive Literacy Curriculum, 151; Language Circle/Project
The natural text representation of the document is not provided as the content is not displayed in the image.
suggestions for improving writing, 51; respect student opinions, 65–67; spend ample time on prewriting activities, 46–48; summary of general teaching tips, 39; write meaningful comments on paper, 60–63
Writing knowledge: domains of, 37; questions for evaluating, 40–41
Writing skills: building basic, 105–152; determining student's level and goals for, 39–43; multifaceted nature of, 1; process for learning, 30–33; variation at 7th-grade level, 221
Writing speed: handwriting and, 97; techniques for improving, 97–98
Writing styles: manu-cursive writing style, 86–87; manuscript or cursive, 86, 95–96
Writing wheels: description and use of, 198; first page of, 199; single wheel for developing main idea, 200
Written expression: curriculum-based measurements (CBMs) of, 231–240; informal assessment of, 225–227; instruction for improving, 154–215; metacognition and metalinguistics role in, 153–156
Written expression instruction: commercial programs used for, 213–215; expository, 188–205; Gabe's Letter to His Teacher on, 214; mapping and graphic organizers used for, 162–163; planning strategies for, 157–162; principles of, 154–156; on revision, 205–213; scaffolding activities for, 186–187; steps in, 156–157; for students with learning disabilities, 156; in text structure, 171–186; vocabulary building role in, 163–171. See also Writing instruction
Written expression strategies: fifty journal topics, 158–159; observation, 157–158; twenty-five story endings, 160–162; twenty-five story starters, 159–160
Written language: components of, 7; differences between spoken and, 36; theoretical perspectives of, 35–39
Written language components: handwriting as, 8–11; illustrated diagram of, 8; spelling as, 11–17; text structure as, 23–30; usage as, 18–21; vocabulary as, 21–23
WSC (words spelled correctly), 228–231, 233

Y
Yuji's Paper, 100

Z
Zaner-Bloser, 152, 222
Zone of proximal development, 37–38, 72
Zoya's Paper, 92